*Pharmacology: An Illustrated Review* is the pioneer publication of Thieme's newest series of basic science review books targeting medical students. The introductory section covers general principles ranging from first pass metabolism to receptor structures to considerations in elderly or pregnant patients. Subsequent chapters are divided by organ systems. Each chapter contains a brief overview of the physiology, followed by drugs organized by indication, target, and structural class. Information is given on each drug's mechanism of action, pharmacokinetics, uses, and relevant side effects, or contraindications. Questions in the style of USMLE Step 1 as well as answers and explanations are listed at the end of the chapters. There are more online, and access to the website is included.

The text is overall succinct in bullet point form, but the scheme of organization has inevitably added redundancy in the system. For example, information about barbiturates is presented three times under anesthetics, anticonvulsants, and drugs of abuse. The beautifully crafted, full-color infographics and summary tables are what really set this book above other pharmacology review books. The author should be commended for including many drugs' chemical structures, especially when comparing agents of the same class or contrasting with endogenous chemicals. Flow charts are frequently used to delineate drug effects, making the complex feedback loops between different cells and organs easy to comprehend. The book's successful effort to visually simplify intricate scientific information without compromising the pertinent details makes it an efficient studying aid, perhaps even superior to traditional textbooks. In addition, wide margins and liberal use of blank spaces on the pages prompt self-directed learning. Thus, although marketed for board preparation, many students may also find the book a great classroom companion.

However, several shortcomings limit the book's usefulness in the clinical years, beyond Step 1. Brand names of drugs are never mentioned, understandably as the international publisher may sell the book simultaneously in different countries. Neither are common dosages, even when the same drug has multiple indications. Cautions and interactions relevant in clinical applications, such as the necessity of a heparin bridge during wafarin initiation and renal toxicity of angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, are also omitted. Most disappointing is that despite being published in 2012, this book does not include the most updated information on available agents. The anticoagulants section does not include dabigatran, which was approved by the Food and Drug Administration in fall 2010 and has gained much clinical traction to become the main oral agent prescribed for atrial fibrillation besides wafarin.

In summary, *Pharmacology: An Illustrated Review* is an attractive choice for learning the science of the field and passing Step 1, but it is inadequate for preparing the medical student to become an effective clinician.
